As a kind of geospatial big data, point of interest (POI) with useful information has become a hot research topic. Compared with traditional methods, big data has great potential in developing a more accurate method for identifying the urban spatial pattern. This paper uses diversity index and kernel density analysis of POI data on several types of urban infrastructure to investigate the identification of urban block development stages in Wuhan, and divides them into the primary, growth, and mature stage. Its accuracy is verified by exploring urban micro-centers. Results show that: (1) the spatial pattern of urban blocks in Wuhan presents the distribution of "mature blocks concentrated like a core, growth blocks distributed like two wings, and primary blocks with wide range distributed surround"; (2) areas with more connected construction land and streets with better socio-economic status tend to have a higher level of maturity, vice versa; (3) balancing the number of micro-centers at different stages is beneficial to promote the flattened urban development of Wuhan in the future. The research proves that this method is feasible, and it is also applicable to the study of urban spatial pattern in other cities.
Introduction
The point of interest (POI) of urban facilities is one of the map objects that attract most attention from professional urban planners and ordinary people in the field of digital city. It can describe all kinds of engineering and social service facilities in urban space and contains abundant cultural, economic, and natural information [1] . Due to the strong functional link between different types of facilities, the POIs often appear as a cluster in geospatial spaces, i.e., hotspots, such as the spatial hotspots formed by the clustering of financial facilities, information consulting facilities, and retail facilities in the central business district of the city, as well as the clustering of cultural facilities like landmark buildings and museums in the touristic area [2] . Integrated POI hotspot information together with thematic information like road and human activities can provide rich quantitative data and decision support for urban tourism recommendation, urban planning, commercial site selection, infrastructure planning, and other fields [3] [4] [5] . However, the traditional definition of POI hotspots is vague and subjective. How to define hotspots and their spatial locations has always been a problem in the disciplines of GIS and urban planning [1] .
At present, studies on the spatial pattern of urban block development in China are mainly based on experience and qualitative analysis, which could be subjective. Due to the lack of quantitative calculation and analysis, how to judge the development stage and spatial pattern of the block accurately it is necessary to implement a new round of overall spatial planning spatial, to highlight the key development directions for the future, and to promote the transformation from "1 + 6" to "133" global urban system [29] .("1 + 6" means that one main city-center is built within the Third Ring Road and six "satellite cities" of medium-sized city scale guard the main city-center. "133" means that one main city-center within the Third Ring Road, three sub-central districts including Guanggu, Zhuankou, and Lingkong Port, three newly urban groups in the East, South, and west of Wuhan.) Therefore, by taking Wuhan city as an example, this paper divides the neighborhood according to the road network, uses POI diversity index analysis and kernel density analysis to explore the identification of urban block development stages, and classifies the development stage of urban blocks into three levels: the primary stage, the growth stage, and the maturity stage. Combined with the current situation of land use and the division of administrative streets in Wuhan city, this paper comprehensively analyzes the rationality of the identification of the development stages of the blocks in Wuhan city and its practical significance to urban planning, management, and cognition. At the same time, this paper proposes a concept of urban micro-centers. At present, studies on urban micro-centers in China are still rare, and the model of flattened urban development is still in theoretical exploration. This paper extracts the population density data of Wuhan from the thermal map to find out the urban micro-centers, which is used to verify the accuracy of the identified urban block development stages.
This research will contribute to the understanding of the spatial pattern of urban block development in Wuhan, aiming to find out the block planning and urban spatial pattern suitable for the urban development of Wuhan. This paper explored the spatial pattern and future development trend of urban blocks in Wuhan by identifying the development stage of urban blocks in Wuhan, which was verified by the distribution of urban micro-centers, aiming to form a research model of future urban development in Wuhan through a systematical study on the urban spatial structure. This not only has a great significance for the future urban development of Wuhan, but also could apply to other mega cities, large cities, and medium-sized cities, contributing to the solutions to reduce urban congestion and improve the convenience in residents' life.
Theoretical Framework and Methods

Method for Dividing Urban Blocks
Divided by urban roads, an urban block is the planar unit that shapes the life of residents and urban environment. An urban block is the basic unit of urban morphological structure, urban function, urban administration, and urban cognition. Therefore, it is of great significance to study the scale of urban block [30] . This paper chooses block as the basic spatial element for urban development stage identification. The administrative scope of a region is divided into multiple blocks based on the road network (including motorway, national road, county road, etc.) [31] . Each block is naturally formed by three levels of roads in ArcGIS (A platform of GIS construction and application).
Diversity Index
The POI Diversity Index is used to analyze the completeness or diversity of various POIs in the studied area, so the Gibbs-Mirtin Diversity Index is used in this paper. This method takes into account the number of POI types and the area of each block. By calculating, we can understand the diversification of POI types and the equilibrium in block development mode in the studied area under certain conditions [23] . The calculation formula for POI Diversity Index is as follows:
where GM is the diversity index; f i 2 is the number of the i-th POI type. It can be seen from the formula that if there is only one POI type in the studied area, then f i 2 = ( f i ) 2 , which means the diversity index is 0; if the POI types are more diverse and the development is more balanced in the studied area, the diversity index will be closer to 1 [32] . In this paper, there are two kinds of diversity indices: GM1 represents the diversity index of the primary-level POI in a specific block and GM2 for the diversity index of the secondary level POI, which respectively indicate the equalization degree of the primary-level POIs and the equalization degree of the second-level POIs under a certain primary category in a specific block. The calculation of comprehensive diversity index GM of a block is shown in Equation (2).
where GM is the comprehensive diversity index of a block; GM1 is the diversity index of the primary-level POI in a block; GM2n is the diversity index of the secondary-level POI under the n-th category of the primary level; k is the weight of GM1; n is the number of types of primary-level POI.
POI Kernel Density Analysis
Kernel density estimation is a non-parametric estimation method which is mainly applied to the calculation of the density function of random variables. The form of regression function is arbitrary, and the distribution constraints of variables are relatively small, so it has a high level of adaptability [33] . The kernel density estimation function constructs a plane representing the density change of the point group in the studied area through the following steps. At first, place the grid above the studied area and the point group distribution map; then, observe each unit with a moving three-dimensional function and calculate the weight of each point within the search radius; finally, obtain the density of the grid element by calculating the sum of the weight of the circular surface at each position [34] . The calculation formula is as follows:
where λ(s) represents the density of the point at position s; r represents the search radius for the kernel density estimation (only the part within the radius of the point entity r is used to calculate λ(s)); k represents the weight of distance d is between points i and s. k is usually modeled as a function determined by the ratio of d is to r (called a kernel function). The kernel density estimation method uses the model function which takes into account the "distance attenuation effect". The weights of all the points within the search radius (r) of point s are determined by their distance from s, and finally the density value at s is derived based on the weight of each point. Compared with the function adopting uniform weight for all points within the search radius of r, this method could obtain a probability density estimation result that can maintain the overall structural features with high quality [35] .Gaussian function, quartic function, and quadratic function are most commonly used as the kernel function to obtain the weight k for the "distance attenuation effect" [36] . In this research, quadratic function in ArcGIS kernel density analysis is adopted due to its simplicity and easy calculation.
Case Study
Study Area and Data
Studied Area
Wuhan, with a total area of 8574.9 km 2 , is the capital of Hubei Province, located in the eastern part of the Jianghan Plain. The Yangtze River, the third largest river in the world, and its largest tributary, Hanshui, runs through the city of Wuhan, dividing it into "three cities", namely, Wuchang (comprising Wuchang District, Qingshan District, and Hongshan District), Hankou (comprising Jianghan District, Jiangan District, and Qiaokou District), and Hanyang (tHanyang District). The above seven central districts constitute the central region of Wuhan. Among them, Hanyang is the early industrial center; Hankou, which has a good industrial and commercial foundation, has developed into an economic and financial center of Wuhan; Wuchang mainly focuses on education and tourism [37] . Around the central city, there are seven suburban and rural districts: Huangpi District, Xinzhou District, Dongxihu District, Caidian District, Hannan District, and Jiangxia District (shown in Figure 1 ). developed into an economic and financial center of Wuhan; Wuchang mainly focuses on education and tourism [37] . Around the central city, there are seven suburban and rural districts: Huangpi District, Xinzhou District, Dongxihu District, Caidian District, Hannan District, and Jiangxia District (shown in Figure 1 ). 
Land Use Status
This paper employs the 2015 Land use status map and the land use statistics of Wuhan (from Wuhan Natural Resources and Planning Bureau) to analyze the current situation of land use, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2 . According to the statistics, the cultivated land is the largest, which is 3206.13 square kilometers, accounting for 37.48% of Wuhan's total area; the water area is the second largest, with 2263.79 square kilometers, accounting for 26.46% of the total area, followed by 1245.28 square kilometers of the construction land, which accounts for 14.56% of the total area; the unused land area is the smallest, which is about 0.95% of Wuhan's total area.
The construction land mainly distributes in the central urban area of Wuhan, namely, Wuchang, Hankou, and Hanyang, which spreads out along both sides of the Yangtze River. The northern part of Wuhan comprises a large area of cultivated land, forest, and grassland, while the southern and 
This paper employs the 2015 Land use status map and the land use statistics of Wuhan (from Wuhan Natural Resources and Planning Bureau) to analyze the current situation of land use, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2 . According to the statistics, the cultivated land is the largest, which is 3206.13 square kilometers, accounting for 37.48% of Wuhan's total area; the water area is the second largest, with 2263.79 square kilometers, accounting for 26.46% of the total area, followed by 1245.28 square kilometers of the construction land, which accounts for 14.56% of the total area; the unused land area is the smallest, which is about 0.95% of Wuhan's total area. The construction land mainly distributes in the central urban area of Wuhan, namely, Wuchang, Hankou, and Hanyang, which spreads out along both sides of the Yangtze River. The northern part of Wuhan comprises a large area of cultivated land, forest, and grassland, while the southern and southwestern areas mainly contains water bodies like lake and cultivated land, where the construction land only occupies a small area. 
Data Preparation
The POI data of Wuhan employed in this paper was acquired from the Baidu map of 2017 through a C++ program, which has two hierarchical levels. There are 15 categories in the primary level, including catering services, scenic spots, public facilities, companies and enterprises, retail facilities, transportation facilities, financial and insurance services, science, technology and culture organizations, automobile services, business residences, life services, sports and leisure, health care, government agencies, and accommodation services. According to Baidu POI classification, each primary category consists of numerous secondary categories, such as Chinese restaurant, snack bar, fast-food restaurant, bar, supermarket, convenience store, post office, logistics company, park, museum, and cinema [38] .
This paper also acquired the remote sensing image of Wuhan, vectorized data (including roads and streets) and the urban thermal map of Wuhan in 2017. The vectorized road network (shown in Figure 3 ) includes highways, ring roads, branch roads, etc., as well as the data on lakes and rivers in Wuhan. The urban thermal map demonstrates the daily movement of population in Wuhan. The sources and functions of data are shown in Table 2 . 
Process of Identifying the Urban Block Development Stage of Wuhan
Result of Block Division
Block is the basic unit shaping residents' life and urban environment, as well as the basic unit of urban morphological structure, urban function, urban administration, and urban cognition. In this paper, urban block is chosen as the basic spatial unit for identifying the stage of urban development, 
Block is the basic unit shaping residents' life and urban environment, as well as the basic unit of urban morphological structure, urban function, urban administration, and urban cognition. In this paper, urban block is chosen as the basic spatial unit for identifying the stage of urban development, which not only breaks the boundaries between administrative divisions, but also fits well with the present situation that POI distributes along the road network. This approach is more accurate and objective in demonstrating the shape and scope of urban spatial layout than establishing a homogeneous and isotropic spatial grid. According to the method of dividing block units (discussed in Section 2.1), the municipality of Wuhan is divided into multiple blocks based on the road network. After discarding the blocks less than 0.6 square kilometers, 346 urban blocks are generated, as shown in Figure 4 . 
Result of Comprehensive Diversity Index Calculation
There are 15 categories of POI in the primary level, and each category has multiple secondary categories (as described in Section 3.1.3). The diversity index is to analyze the diversity of POI types 
There are 15 categories of POI in the primary level, and each category has multiple secondary categories (as described in Section 3.1.3). The diversity index is to analyze the diversity of POI types in each block at different levels. According to Equation (2), the weight k is set to 0.7 in order to maximize the regional difference. The diversity index GM which has considered the weights of GM1 and GM2 was used to analyze the diversity of POIs in each block. The numbers of blocks in each section of GM are shown in Figure 5 . Nearly 50% of the blocks have a GM in the 0.8-1 range, while only 10% of the blocks have a smaller GM in the 0-0.6 range. 
Result of Kernel Density Analysis
POI data can not only reflect the quantity and type of service hotspots in a region, but also demonstrate its spatial distribution characteristics. However, the quantity of POIs and the diversity index of a block cannot fully explain the urban spatial structure characteristics of a region. Therefore the kernel density analysis is also carried out in this paper, which is combined with the diversity index analysis to explore the quantity, type, and spatial agglomeration of POIs, which can further reveal the urban development characteristics of a region.
The main purpose of kernel density analysis was to study the spatial distribution of POIs, so this paper didn't classify the POIs when performing kernel density analysis. Instead, kernel density analysis was carried out directly in ArcGIS, and the results were visualized to obtain the map of the spatial distribution of the number of POIs in Wuhan, as shown in Figure 6 . In the kernel density analysis, since the number of the POIs in each region differs greatly, in order to display the distribution more comprehensively and accurately, the size of each grid cell was set to 10 and the search radius was set to 800. The results show that the kernel density of POIs is between 0 and 2665 and the average kernel density of the 346 blocks is between 0 and 1170. In Figure 6 , locations with deep color and pockmarks have large POI kernel density and high spatial agglomeration of POIs The visualization map can clearly demonstrate the characteristics of POI spatial distribution, one o which is that the POI concentration in the downtown area of Wuhan is much higher than that in the suburb. 
POI data can not only reflect the quantity and type of service hotspots in a region, but also demonstrate its spatial distribution characteristics. However, the quantity of POIs and the diversity index of a block cannot fully explain the urban spatial structure characteristics of a region. Therefore, the kernel density analysis is also carried out in this paper, which is combined with the diversity index analysis to explore the quantity, type, and spatial agglomeration of POIs, which can further reveal the urban development characteristics of a region.
The main purpose of kernel density analysis was to study the spatial distribution of POIs, so this paper didn't classify the POIs when performing kernel density analysis. Instead, kernel density analysis was carried out directly in ArcGIS, and the results were visualized to obtain the map of the spatial distribution of the number of POIs in Wuhan, as shown in Figure 6 . In the kernel density analysis, since the number of the POIs in each region differs greatly, in order to display the distribution more comprehensively and accurately, the size of each grid cell was set to 10 and the search radius was set to 800. The results show that the kernel density of POIs is between 0 and 2665, and the average kernel density of the 346 blocks is between 0 and 1170. In Figure 6 , locations with deep color and pockmarks have large POI kernel density and high spatial agglomeration of POIs. The visualization map can clearly demonstrate the characteristics of POI spatial distribution, one of which is that the POI concentration in the downtown area of Wuhan is much higher than that in the suburb. 
Identification of Urban Block Development Stage
In this paper, the diversity indices and the kernel densities of the POIs in the 346 blocks were used to identify their urban development stage by standardization with the range method. In order to quantify the development stage of urban blocks, the Urban Block Development Index (UBDI) is defined, as shown in Equations (4)-(6): 
In this paper, the diversity indices and the kernel densities of the POIs in the 346 blocks were used to identify their urban development stage by standardization with the range method. In order to quantify the development stage of urban blocks, the Urban Block Development Index (UBDI) is defined, as shown in Equations (4)- (6):
where UBDI is the Urban Block Development Index; a is the standardized value of kernel density; λ is the kernel density of a block; b is the standardized value of comprehensive diversity index; GM is the comprehensive diversity index of a block. If a b − 1 is not within the interval of [0, 1], the sample point is an outlier, which needs to be discarded.
The numerical interval of UBDI is [0, 100]. The larger the value, the more developed the urban block. In this paper, the UBDIs of 346 blocks are classified in ArcGIS. In the "Natural Breaks (Jenks)" method, Natural Breaks classes are based on natural groupings inherent in the data. Class breaks are identified that best group similar values and that maximize the differences between classes. The features are divided into classes whose boundaries are set where there are relatively big differences in the data values [39] . The "Natural Breaks (Jenks)" method makes the variance between each class maximum and the variance within each class minimum. By using the classification method, UBDI is divided into three stages: the primary stage [0, 16], the growth stage (16, 47] , and the maturity stage of urban block development (47, 100]. The urban development stages of the 346 blocks in Wuhan are shown in Figure 7 . where UBDI is the Urban Block Development Index; a is the standardized value of kernel density; is the kernel density of a block; b is the standardized value of comprehensive diversity index; is the comprehensive diversity index of a block. If − 1 is not within the interval of [0, 1], the sample point is an outlier, which needs to be discarded. The numerical interval of UBDI is [0, 100]. The larger the value, the more developed the urban block. In this paper, the UBDIs of 346 blocks are classified in ArcGIS. In the "Natural Breaks (Jenks)" method, Natural Breaks classes are based on natural groupings inherent in the data. Class breaks are identified that best group similar values and that maximize the differences between classes. The features are divided into classes whose boundaries are set where there are relatively big differences in the data values [39] . The "Natural Breaks (Jenks)" method makes the variance between each class maximum and the variance within each class minimum. By using the classification method, UBDI is divided into three stages: the primary stage [0, 16], the growth stage (16, 47] , and the maturity stage of urban block development (47, 100]. The urban development stages of the 346 blocks in Wuhan are shown in Figure 7 . 
Identifying Urban Micro-Centers
An urban micro-center refers to a relatively independent small-scale social center within the city with full urban functions, which can meet the residents' needs for social and public services. The flattened urban development means that the agglomeration of urban functions is no longer restricted by administrative divisions, avoiding the current situation of high agglomeration in the central urban areas. In this pattern, multiple decentralized micro-centers are distributed within the city, forming a flattened and small-scale urban development model. The micro-centers within the city can make residents' lives more convenient, allowing residents to access the nearest public services, employment opportunities, and schools. This can not only alleviate the issues in urban land use, population, employment, and traffic, but also reduce the risk of resource shortage and unequal distribution of public resources.
The distribution of urban micro-centers is mainly affected by population density, while the urban thermal map can reflect the most densely populated areas during each period. This paper extracts the population density of Wuhan at different time of the day according to the urban thermal map of Wuhan (Figure 8) , then identifies the current distribution of urban micro-centers in Wuhan through the thermal map, as shown in Figure 9 . Through the spatial distribution map, the development stages of the locations of these micro-centers are reviewed to verify the accuracy in the identification of urban development stage, and the blocks are identified which can be preferentially developed into urban micro-centers. 
The distribution of urban micro-centers is mainly affected by population density, while the urban thermal map can reflect the most densely populated areas during each period. This paper extracts the population density of Wuhan at different time of the day according to the urban thermal map of Wuhan (Figure 8) , then identifies the current distribution of urban micro-centers in Wuhan through the thermal map, as shown in Figure 9 . Through the spatial distribution map, the development stages of the locations of these micro-centers are reviewed to verify the accuracy in the identification of urban development stage, and the blocks are identified which can be preferentially developed into urban micro-centers. The research reveals that urban micro-centers are mainly distributed in areas with dense population and high level of economic development. These micro-centers with adequate public services and facilities, already have comprehensive urban functions and high maturity of urban block development. Among them, (1) the number of urban micro-centers located in the mature urban blocks is relatively large, and the distribution is relatively uniform, which are in line with the characteristics of dense population and large demand for public service facilities in mature blocks; (2) the number of urban micro-centers located in the blocks at the growth stage is small, and the scope of their influence is limited, but the distribution is uniform, which are in line with the current situation of uniform population distribution and less crowd in the growing blocks; (3) there are only three small-scale urban micro-centers are formed in the blocks at the primary development stage, because of the small population density and incomplete urban functions, The research reveals that urban micro-centers are mainly distributed in areas with dense population and high level of economic development. These micro-centers with adequate public services and facilities, already have comprehensive urban functions and high maturity of urban block development. Among them, (1) the number of urban micro-centers located in the mature urban blocks is relatively large, and the distribution is relatively uniform, which are in line with the characteristics of dense population and large demand for public service facilities in mature blocks; (2) the number of urban micro-centers located in the blocks at the growth stage is small, and the scope of their influence is limited, but the distribution is uniform, which are in line with the current situation of uniform population distribution and less crowd in the growing blocks;
(3) there are only three small-scale urban micro-centers are formed in the blocks at the primary development stage, because of the small population density and incomplete urban functions, which reflect the current less developed situation of the marginalized blocks where the flow of people is small. According to the calculation results of GM in Section 3.2.2, the GM of each block is mostly within the range of 0.6-1, and a few within the range of 0-0.4. This shows that the infrastructure types of most blocks in Wuhan are evenly distributed, and the functional infrastructure is relatively complete, which has formed the foundation of urban micro center. The urban function of a few blocks is relatively single. According to the analysis of kernel density in Section 3.2.3, the aggregation degree of POI in each block of Wuhan city is quite different, which is much higher in the downtown area than in the marginal area. This shows that the number and scale of urban infrastructure in Wuhan are not evenly distributed. The calculation results of UBDI reveal that the urban block development index of most blocks is very low, and the area in the primary stage accounts for a large proportion, while the mature blocks in the central urban area are relatively dense, and the scale of the blocks at the growth stage cannot keep up with the urban development demand.
Discussion
According to the results in Section 3.2.4, the distribution characteristics of the urban block development stage in Wuhan are as follows:
(1) Urban blocks at the primary stage of development have the largest area, followed by that at the maturity stage, and the area of the blocks at the growth stage is the smallest. 
The Spatial Pattern of Urban Block Development is in Accordance with the Present Situation of Land Use
The spatial distribution of urban block development stage reflects the spatial pattern of urban block development. Comparing the identification results of the development stage of urban blocks in Wuhan with the present situation of land use in Wuhan (discussed in Section 3.1.2), the characteristics of the spatial pattern of urban block development can be concluded as follows: The distribution of blocks at the maturity stage and the growth stage is basically consistent with the distribution of construction land; areas with a larger scale of connected construction land tend to have higher the maturity in urban block development, while concentrated cultivated land, forest, grassland, and water are usually distributed in areas with lower stage of urban block development.
The Consistency Between the Spatial Pattern of Urban Block Development and the Development of Administrative Divisions in Wuhan
In this paper, the division of blocks breaks the traditional boundaries of administrative divisions, which is based on the natural division of roads, and supplemented by artificial division according to the actual situation. In order to compare the identification results of the urban block development stage in Wuhan with the current administrative divisions, this paper superimposes the two for analysis, as shown in Figure 10 . The proportion of three types of urban block development stage in each administrative street, is shown in Table 3 . The urban blocks with high maturity are mainly located in Wuchang District, the midwest of Hongshan District, Jianghan District, the east of Qiaokou District, the south of Jiangan District, and the northeast of Hanyang District, while the blocks with low maturity are mainly in the six noncentral districts. The spatial distribution of the urban block development stage in Wuhan is basically consistent with the current socio-economic development status of the areas in Wuhan. Therefore, one of the main characteristics of the spatial pattern of urban block development is that areas with better socio-economic development tend to have the higher maturity in urban block development, and vice versa. The blocks at the maturity stage are all located in the areas with dense population, high level of urbanization, good economy and stable economic development such as Zhongnan Road, Zhonghua Road, Yongqing Street, etc.; the blocks at the growth stage are located in the areas with mediate level of urbanization and economic conditions and rapid economic development, such as Shizishan Street, Guandong Street, Baishazhou Street, etc.; the blocks at the primary stage are widely located in the areas with low level of urbanization and backward economic conditions, such as Gongrencun Street, Jiufeng Street, Bajifu Street, etc.
According to the proportion of three types of urban block development stage in each street, It can be concluded that in addition to the mature blocks in the central urban area and the large-scale primary blocks in the edge area, some streets cover 2-3 kinds of urban block development stages, inside which the development differs greatly. The internal development of the street is not balanced, but the management and planning of the same street are consistent, which leads to a situation that is easy to cause contradictions among residents: residents living in the same street at different stages of development get equal welfare from the government. Meanwhile, the current road distribution according to street planning is not balanced, which leads to a series of problems such as traffic congestion in Wuhan. The block division is based on the road segmentation, which is helpful to improve the road density and lay a good foundation for the realization of urban flat development. Therefore, it is of great benefit to divide the urban development stage based on blocks, break the shackle of administrative streets and make reasonable planning. The urban blocks with high maturity are mainly located in Wuchang District, the midwest of Hongshan District, Jianghan District, the east of Qiaokou District, the south of Jiangan District, and the northeast of Hanyang District, while the blocks with low maturity are mainly in the six non-central districts. The spatial distribution of the urban block development stage in Wuhan is basically consistent with the current socio-economic development status of the areas in Wuhan. Therefore, one of the main characteristics of the spatial pattern of urban block development is that areas with better socio-economic development tend to have the higher maturity in urban block development, and vice versa. The blocks at the maturity stage are all located in the areas with dense population, high level of urbanization, good economy and stable economic development such as Zhongnan Road, Zhonghua Road, Yongqing Street, etc.; the blocks at the growth stage are located in the areas with mediate level of urbanization and economic conditions and rapid economic development, such as Shizishan Street, Guandong Street, Baishazhou Street, etc.; the blocks at the primary stage are widely located in the areas with low level of urbanization and backward economic conditions, such as Gongrencun Street, Jiufeng Street, Bajifu Street, etc.
According to the proportion of three types of urban block development stage in each street, It can be concluded that in addition to the mature blocks in the central urban area and the large-scale primary blocks in the edge area, some streets cover 2-3 kinds of urban block development stages, inside which the development differs greatly. The internal development of the street is not balanced, but the management and planning of the same street are consistent, which leads to a situation that is easy to cause contradictions among residents: residents living in the same street at different stages of development get equal welfare from the government. Meanwhile, the current road distribution according to street planning is not balanced, which leads to a series of problems such as traffic congestion in Wuhan. The block division is based on the road segmentation, which is helpful to improve the road density and lay a good foundation for the realization of urban flat development. Therefore, it is of great benefit to divide the urban development stage based on blocks, break the shackle of administrative streets and make reasonable planning.
The Matching Between the Spatial Pattern of Urban Block Development and the Distribution of Micro-centers in Wuhan
According to the comparison between the results of urban micro-centers identification and urban block development stage in Wuhan, the following characteristics of spatial pattern of urban block development can be obtained:
1. The spatial pattern of urban block development matches the geographical distribution of micro-centers
There are a total of 31 urban micro-centers in Wuhan identified in this paper, which have a geographical overlap with the following streets. Among them, These streets overlapped by micro-centers are located in the flat terrain, and compared with the surrounding streets, they are more prosperous, with larger flow of people and stronger economic development potential, which is consistent with the characteristics of micro-centers as independent small social centers.
It can be concluded that the geographical distribution of micro-centers in Wuhan is in line with the spatial pattern of urban block development. The streets overlapped with the micro-centers are consistent with the streets distributed in the blocks at the maturity stage. The higher the maturity of the block is, the more the number of micro-centers is and the larger the range of its influence is.
The spatial pattern of urban block development matches the distribution of micro-centers in the development trend
In this paper, the urban block development stage reflects the current level of urbanization in Wuhan, while the urban micro-center reflects the future development trend of urbanization in Wuhan. The spatial pattern of urban block development is composed of three stages of spatial distribution, and urban micro-centers are identified based on the urban thermal map. Both of them are compatible with the development trend of the city, which is embodied in:
(1) In the future, the spatial pattern of urban block development in Wuhan will promote the transformation of blocks from the growth stage to the mature stage and the primary stage to the growth stage. Therefore, improving the maturity of the blocks at the primary stage and growth stage is the key point of urban development in Wuhan in the future. (2) Urban micro-centers have a significant impact on the surrounding blocks, which can alleviate the overpopulation in the blocks at the maturity stage and promote the urbanization process of the immature blocks. These are all in line with the short-term planning objectives proposed in "The 13th Five-Year Plan of Land Use and Spatial Distribution in Wuhan" (discussed in Section 1), which are supported by macro policies. (3) Balancing the number of micro-centers at different stages is the key to promote the flattened urban development of Wuhan in the future. The flattened urban development represents the formation of multiple evenly distributed urban micro centers in the whole region. The urban pressure is no longer concentrated in the downtown area, and the marginal areas can also get more development opportunities. The infrastructure of the urban micro-centers is full of functions and the employment opportunities are abundant, which attract people to disperse to the marginal areas of the city for more comfortable living environment. Therefore, the flattened urban development is the main pattern of urban block development in the future.
Application and Universality of the Study on the Spatial Pattern of Urban Block Development in Wuhan
The identification results of the urban block development stage match the current land use situation, the development status of streets and the distribution of urban micro-centers, which verifies the feasibility of the research method and the reliability of the conclusion of the spatial pattern of urban block development in Wuhan. At present, the biggest spatial characteristics of the spatial pattern of urban block development in Wuhan are the high maturity in the central urban area and the low maturity of the blocks in the surrounding urban areas. This further validates the existing problems of urban development in Wuhan, "overcrowding in the central area and lagging behind of the marginal area". It means that the exploration on the spatial pattern of urban block development in Wuhan is of practical significance and can be applied in practice. At the same time, after verification, the method of identifying the development stage of urban blocks in this paper can also be applicable to Nanjing, Zhengzhou, Chengdu and other big Chinese cities. Therefore, the research method is also applicable to the study of the spatial pattern of urban block development in other cities.
Suggestions on the Spatial Pattern of Urban Block Development in Wuhan
Due to the historical and other reasons, the government has been committed to the rapid development of the central area of the city, resulting in the urban development of the outer suburbs of Wuhan falling far behind. This is not conducive to the achievement of the development goal of high level of urbanization of Wuhan city, or to the overall urbanization development of Hubei Province. The spatial pattern of urban block development in Wuhan reflects that the blocks at the maturity stage are highly concentrated in a small area; the development of blocks at the growth stage is highly dependent on the mature blocks and its progress is slow; the area of the blocks at the primary stage is large and far away from mature blocks and their development faces many challenges.
At present, some big cities in China have created urban block planning based on road network, such as Beijing [40] , Suzhou [41] , Shanghai [42, 43] , etc. The urban development in Singapore [44] and New York [45] relies on the high-density road network, forming multiple relatively homogeneous small-scale blocks, and multi-centers. Flattened urban planning could be crucial to the future urban development, and the urban block based micro-center could be the main form of urban planning. Therefore, the optimization strategies for the future urban block development pattern in Wuhan are (i): avoiding the aging of mature urban blocks and promoting the three-dimensional urban space, (ii): promoting the economic development in multiple urban regions and the urbanization of peripheral areas, (iii): improving road density and regulating block roads, and building more roads between blocks, (iv): dividing urban micro-centers to realize the flattened urban development.
In order to facilitate the future urbanization and optimize the spatial pattern of urban block development in Wuhan, this paper proposes the following suggestions. 
The Significance of Exploring the Spatial Pattern of Urban Block Development
(1) The identification of urban block development stage plays a complementary role in the layout design of urban micro-center. The identification of urban block development stage is necessary to generate the layout of urban micro-centers, and the layout design of urban micro-centers is the upgrade of the identification of urban block development stage. The identification of urban block development stage provides support and innovation of technical methods for the layout of urban micro-centers. The block identification obtained through the big data analysis of POI eliminates statistical errors of data to a certain extent, which is more objective and real. Through deep mining of data, it provides accurate data reference for the layout design of urban micro-centers. At the same time, the identification of urban block development stage is based on the unit of small-scale block, which provides a detailed and precise support for the refinement of the layout of urban micro-centers. (2) This study can not only contribute to the understanding of the urban development status and issues in Wuhan, but also provide a scheme for the future urban planning and urban spatial structure optimization and adjustment in Wuhan, making urbanization research more systematic and comprehensive. The concept of "urban micro-center" provides a new idea for the optimization of the spatial pattern of urban block development in the future. The development model could boost the urbanization in Wuhan in the future. Exploring the spatial pattern of urban block development provides theoretical and technical support for the development of "smart city" in Wuhan. (3) The spatial pattern of urban block development derived from the spatial distribution of urban block development stage is of great value to urban planning and the determination of urban land use The block identification based on big data can clearly reflect the characteristics and problems of the spatial pattern of urban block development with its accuracy reaching the scale of block, so that urban planning can be implemented at the level of blocks. Moreover, it breaks the boundaries of administrative divisions and achieves the consistency in urban planning cross the boundaries. The spatial pattern of urban block development clarifies the overall trend of urban land use, and provides specific reference for the refinement of urban land use in the future. (4) The method for exploring the spatial pattern of urban block development adopted in this paper could be applicable to the urban development research for mega-cities, large cities, and medium-sized cities. This method can not only present the issues and characteristics of urban development clearly through spatial visualization, but also provide an important reference for the development of modern cities in the new era. A new solution to the problem of space congestion and unbalanced development is put forward, namely, the model of flattened urban development. It is of great significance to a series of problems such as the aging of urban blocks, the backward development of marginal areas and the overcrowding in urban areas. Therefore, the significance of exploring the spatial pattern of urban block development in this paper is extensive. The research methods are applicable, and the research conclusions are of practical significance and important value.
Conclusions and Future Research
Based on the POI diversity index and kernel density analysis, this paper identifies the urban block development stage in Wuhan, and explores the spatial pattern of urban blocks. It is concluded that the central areas in Wuhan on both sides of the Yangtze River have high mature urban blocks, comprehensive urban functions, and dense urban micro-centers, but some blocks in the old urban areas are aging; however, the non-central areas with a large area of immature blocks, low urbanization level and small number of urban micro-centers, which is not conducive to urban expansion. Therefore, this paper puts forward the concept of "flattened urban development" and some suggestions on the future urban development in Wuhan.
This research on the identification of urban block development stage is feasible and necessary in practice. The exploration of the spatial pattern of urban block development can be used as the basis for further researches on the optimization of urban structure, the identification of urban functional areas and the improvement of urban functional layout. Through the study of the division of blocks, the block division will be more humanized and rational. By identifying the urban micro-centers, the future urban planning of Wuhan is clearer. This study is suitable for mega-cities, large cities, and medium-sized cities, which are in the rapid stage of urban development and unbalanced situation of internal development. This research can provide more scientific and reasonable technical support and services for urban management and planning, macro decision-making, public services, and "smart city" construction [46] .
At present, there are also some problems in POI data. For example, in some special areas, such as tourist attractions and university campuses which occupy a larger area, POI distribution is sparse, which will lead to the misidentification of the POI density of blocks. In future studies, the accuracy of big data should be strengthened for the refinement of the spatial pattern of urban block development. At the same time, other big data may be used to supplement other aspects of urban spatial structure analysis, such as the identification of urban functional area, the optimization of urban road network and the identification of urban-rural intersection boundary, etc. A complete set of models for future urban development research is expected to be formed and applied to the systematic study of urban spatial structure in various cities. 
